
Caregiver
                                                   
After the transfusion, Steve decided he was feeling good enough to fly home to 

Woburn and die there. I called my mom. She was thrilled to have her son close by 

but told me they were frail and the care of a full-grown adult would be a challenge.   

I left my cabin the next day without locking $10,000 of old brown Stickley furni-

ture inside, knowing, isolated as it was, a lock was no protection in the forest. I 

didn’t have a real job, I reasoned. I couldn’t save my brother, but I could save my 

parents’ lives with my assistance in Steve’s care. 

I was the night guy. Steve, feeling like he had an incurable flu, confronted his death 

at night and needed someone who loved him. I didn’t sleep much. We had our 

times. One day, gaunt, speckled with the purple stains of Kaposi’s sarcoma, he 

wanted to go to the mall electronic store to buy better headphones. The aisle 

demonstrating headphones was fifty feet long. Steven, obviously wasting away, 

smiled at the salesperson as he put the headphone to his cancer-stained ears. AIDS 

was in the public media now, and the young manager was shocked by the personal 

contact of Steve’s ear skin with the equipment. Steve noticed his discomfort, 

smiled, and picked up the next headphones. He grinned as he tried each one in the 

aisle, watching the crippled frown of the manager. He told me later it was the most 

fun he’d had in a while.   



A Stanwood shop owner contacted me while I was caregiving in the New England.  

He wanted a mural on his building, something with farm animals. Not knowing 

when I would be home again, I resorted to the Woburn Library for pictures of live-

stock. Woburn is not a farm town. In this suburban city, books with images of 

cows, pigs, chickens, and sheep were hard to find. A thorough search, though, 

turned up the image of a black and white pig, the winner of a nineteenth century 

state fair. I liked him right away. 

In front of my brother the next afternoon, I said, “I’m going to paint a picture of a 

pig I saw in the library yesterday. Want to watch?”  

Six months of his life left, he said, “Sure.” 



I painted the black and white pig, genus Sous Essex, standing on a grass lawn with 

a tree to the right. “Want to see him leap?” I asked.   

I painted a second picture, the porker, legs outstretched, over the same landscape.  

Steve smiled. “Show me more,” he stated.  

I said if I moved the tree to the left-hand side of the painting, the pig had made a 

flight—a short one, but a flight nevertheless. He smiled. I painted that third picture 

and made a fourth one with the pig landing on the other side of the tree. 

 I had made a pig fly.   



I showed these flying pig paintings to a high-end dealer and collector of American 

primitives, and she wanted to buy them. They were for my brother, I said, but I 

sold them, knowing I could paint another set.   



I painted a picture of my pigs flying over a turn of the century Stanwood. I sold it 

as well, the painting in my backseat as I hunted for Stickley on my once-a-week 

day off.  

Something was special about this critter. 

The house on Brentwood Road had little joy that year, but it was filled with love. 

The day Steve arrived, full of new blood cells and energy from the transfusion, he 

made it a point to visit all the neighbors he’d grown up with to announce he was 

dying of a transmittable, fatal disease. The visitors dropped to zero.  

My buddy, Ralph Kyloe, the king of rustic furniture, was an exception. Ralph 

would show up once a week on my day off and take me picking. My spirits were 

hard to lift, tired as I was from the evening shift, holding my brother’s hand at 

three in the morning while he cried. Ralph would show up at the door, walk into 

Steve’s sick room, and announce, “Steve, you look terrible. You oughta gain some 

weight. Eat more. Can I get you a sandwich?” Steve loved the visits, tired of solici-

tous people tiptoeing around his plight.   

I brought my brother with me to paw around for antiques through a cluster of 

derelict outbuildings on the north side of town. The crusty, unshaven curmudgeon 

who lived there told Steve he looked like shit. Steve told him he couldn’t help it, 

dying from AIDS and all.   



“Poor bastard,” the man said. “If I were you, I’d take the gas pipe.” 

Returning home, Steve announced to Mom he was taking the gas pipe. She 

screamed, but he smiled all day.   

Steve spent a lot of time on the Home Shopping Network buying cheap cubic zir-

conium jewelry, a gay man’s bling. As a person who shopped for valuable collec-

tables to pay the rent, I asked him why he spent his money on mass produced trash. 

Tears welled in his bloodshot eyes. “Hear the little bell that ringing on the net-

work? It rings whenever someone calls in a purchase,” he said. “Every time I call 

with an order, the little bell rings on national TV. The bell rings on TV sets all over 

the country when I buy something. You’re strong, Jack, and heathy, and you’re a 

great painter. Your bell will ring around the world someday. Why would you deny 

me a tiny bit of fame?” 

Dementia established a foothold in Steve’s immune compromised brain and set up 

shop. Near the end of his life, I walked into his room to find him perched on the 

wooden arms of a rocking chair, defecating into a privy pot on the seat below. I 

caught him as he teetered and fell off, and fecal material flew as the chair tipped 

over, covering my hands. I’d previously sustained a deep wound across my palm 

when the box cutter slipped in a packing operation, so I ran for the bathroom after 

getting Steve back to bed to scrub and disinfect my gash. I feared the worst as 

Steve’s virus found my bloodstream through the break of my skin.   



The crazies who now lived in Steve’s mind decided he should call up his life insur-

ance company to gloat. This was a bad idea, I told him.   

“I have paid these bastards every month on time for this policy,” he told me, “for 

fifteen years. I’m going to get all my money back soon. I wanted someone in Hart-

ford, Connecticut to know they’d have to pay, to tell them I won.” 

“Yeah, but you’re dead,” I told him. 

“That’s why I called; I wanted to enjoy it now.” 

Steve told me he wanted to put a high-end stereo system in his ten-foot room. I 

said that the components he had would already fill a concert hall with music, that 

he wouldn’t be able to tell the difference with a two thousand-dollar upgrade.  

When the hospice volunteer, a young Jesuit student, came to our home and heard 

the story, he said, “Get your coat on, Steve; I’ll take you to the mall right now.” He 

was right. As the pair wobbled out on a stormy winter day, I felt ashamed. He was 

dying and wanted to be happy for a day. It was a lesson from my brother—a gift.   

Near the end, he was in Boston at a hospital. I slept next to his bed in a chair. One 

night, I told him I had to go home to the folk’s house to get a night’s sleep. He 

begged me to stay. “We can even watch the Red Sox game if you want,” he plead-

ed. That night he died. I’ll regret the decision forever. People told me later he 

needed an evening alone so he could quit fighting his fate and let go. Entropy won 



the battle for my brother’s bag of protoplasm. His atoms relaxed their grip of con-

sciousness and became part of the unruly universe.   

In the morning, we received the phone call. I grabbed a paint brush and spent the 

day inside a painting. I was safe there and acknowledged mourners over my shoul-

der as I worked. In the middle of a painting, I was superman and nothing hurt. I 

hide there now as I write this book.  



Jack Gunter’s life, part two
   
I returned to Camano Island to find my cabin was intact, not robbed. No local 

thieves wanted large, brown Mission Oak tables and chairs, again. With $10,000 of 

Steve’s life insurance in my pocket, I rented a storefront in Stanwood. I had no ex-

perience running a gallery or a shop, and I had no expectations I would succeed in 

selling expensive egg tempera paintings to farmers who lived in a town that had 

never heard of Andrew Wyeth. 

The thing about running a store in a farm town is the stoppers-by. I liked people 

and was amazed, with my New England roots, to discover Stanwood was one of 

the original West Coast pioneer towns, though it retained little evidence of its his-

toric roots. 

Old farts would come in, look blankly at my paintings and Mission Oak furniture 

for sale, and tell me stories of the old days. I lapped it up. These characters were 

one generation away from the Europeans who’d settled the region. They had tales 

from the pioneers, their grandfathers, stories still fresh in their heads.   

I heard about a turn of the century, hundred-year flood in Stanwood, the town pop-

ulated by a gaggle of Norwegians, fresh from Europe. After rainwater inundated 

the flat coastline towns, a hard freeze turned it all to ice. The roads among the set-

tlements then were poor, and now they were under a layer of ice. In Stanwood, one 



of the Norwegians found the rose-mulled chest he'd brought from the old country 

and pulled out his ice skates. He skated from Stanwood to Mount Vernon—twenty 

miles across the frozen flooded fields. News of his crazy journey spread, and 

everyone in town ran to the attic to find their skates. The story said the next day 

fully half the residents of Stanwood, Washington skated up to Mount Vernon be-

cause they could. I made a painting of the bizarre day.  



These paintings required a different technique from my new dot-style landscapes 

reminding everyone and their sister of pointillism. From my antique dealings in 

New England, I knew that primitive artists there would often tilt the horizon up to 

the top of the painting, leaving six inches of sky so they would have room to tell 

their picture stories on the broad landscape below it. Perspective was not in their 

vocabulary. They’d never straddled a railway track and noticed it ended in a single 

point. I painted my versions of these stories like a child, sincerely, trying my best 

without folking it up.  



 Many of the Norwegian curmudgeons I breakfasted with had big bodies, a result 

of genetics plus a morning diet of biscuits and gravy. I expanded on that and creat-

ed a population of hefty Scandinavians sporting oversized torsos and smaller 

heads. I heard stories of the big tree, the giant fir on Camano Island chosen to be 

the flagpole at the 1889 Paris World’s Fair. The French planners needed a tall son 

of a gun to compete with Eiffel’s tower. The story in town told of two tall ships 

sailing around the horn from France to retrieve the tree, cutting it in two at an ex-

treme angle called a “scarf joint” so it could be transported, each half lashed to the 

deck of a sailing vessel, to be glued together and erected back in Paris. I did a 

painting of the legend with a line of large-bodied locals standing on the fallen giant 

while tall ships waited in the harbor.  



The truth behind the Denny Regrade

The date is 1895. The city is Seattle. Traffic and commerce in the growing Pacific 

Northwest settlement is hampered by Denny Hill, rising into the center of the city 

like an eight hundred-foot pimple with a hotel on top. An enterprising hydrologist 

working for the public works department hatches a plan to blast the hill away with 

high-powered water jets invented by the gold rush miners. A number of residents 

happily living on Denny Hill object and refuse to sell their homes. There are a few 

famous photographs of the refusers, their houses perched on pillars of glacial till as 



the land around them gets sluiced away. All of them eventually caved, so to speak, 

needing ladders to get to their living rooms. They called the terra-forming the Den-

ny Regrade. The Space Needle sits on level ground where a hill used to be.   

I painted lots of flying black and white pigs into my paintings then, a legacy of my 

time with Steve. People would ask, “Why do your pigs fly?” and I, a biologist from 

Bowdoin College, answered it by painting the early history of the airborne critters. 

I’ve always had a thing about ant farms. My flying pigs, I reasoned, also lived in 

underground chambers. I painted a two-part painting in which my porkers lived 

under the tideline in Stanwood burrows and had to fly out at high tide.   

Denny Hill would have been an excellent place for an underground pig farm, I 

thought, and the first Denny Regrade painting was invented, a cutaway view of the 

hill revealing the Sus Essex Aviatrix burrows, including a school. A second painting 

depicted the deconstruction of the hill around the earthen columns of the remaining 

refuse-nicks. It was a rendition of the famous photo of the regrade—now with a 

spiral of flying pigs leaping skyward.   The history of my invented species began to 

evolve.   

The early history of the emergence of the species of Sus Essex Aviatrix into the 

gene pool had yet to be explored. I started to paint pictures further into the past, to 

the time when saber-toothed pigs walked with mastodons in the Ice Age, back to 



the era when scrappy pig-shaped mammals survived the age of the dinosaurs and 

finally back to the time pig-colored amphibians crawled onto land for the first 

time. Thus emboldened, I painted another five paintings of the pigs’ life in the re-

grade area way into the future. The final painting has my pigs, big and healthy 

now, peering over a cliff embedded with present-day Seattle architectural icons, a 

layer exposed in the steep canyon walls like dinosaur bones. Humans are here in 

this odd future scene, naked and confused, having lost their cognitive thinking 

skills after sixty centuries of watching Fox News. 

My twelve-part painting series called The Truth Behind the Denny Regrade was 

accepted as an installation at the 1989 Bumbershoot Art Festival in Seattle. Twenty 

thousand people would see it. I had arrived. 



An emerging company named Microsoft wanted to buy the installation, but it had 

seven buildings, and I had twelve paintings. The negotiations failed, darn it. One 

hundred thousand dollars failed to make it into by bank account, and I was back in 

Stanwood collecting stories.   



 



Karla and the Russians

A woman named Karla Matzke stopped by my Stanwood gallery, told me she was 

an artist from New York and understood my frustration with West Coast pizza.  

When she talked, she used her hands to mark her works, reminding me uncomfort-

ably of myself. She, with two masters degrees in fine arts, wanted a gallery to 

mold. I fell in love with her enthusiasm.   

 A gang of Russian visitors crashed my gallery after inquiring at the Stanwood/

Camano News about places of interest. I’m told the publisher, Dave Pinkham, sug-

gested the Wolfkill Feed Store, where trainloads of farm animal grain were up-



loaded into their bins from railway cars every day, the Ovenell Poop Pond, a lake 

of cow drippings fertilizing the valley and, as an afterthought, my gallery.  

The entourage was called Soviets Meet Middle America. Valerian Ivanchenko, a 

balding ex-physicist who had a great handle on the English language, was the 

translator. With a year of college Russian collecting memory dust in the back of my 



brain, I managed a hello in their tongue. Valerian was a fixer, a person who made 

connections, the Milo Minderbinder of the Soviet Union I was soon to discover.  

As he admired the colorful folk art of the twelve-painting Denny Regrade set, he 

suggested my whimsical art would play well in Soviet museums. He left after 

promising to get in touch if he could wrangle a museum into hosting an exhibit. “It 

will be no problem,” he assured me, using a phrase I would later be leery of.   

Two incidents culminated into a series of paintings called “The Last Time They 

Saw Helen’s Kitchen.” First there was Helen. On one of my diets, I had sworn off 

butter. Helen, owner of the local greasy spoon, insisted on floating my poached 



eggs in little cups filled with dollops of yellow material from the four-gallon tub of 

something suggesting margarine. I asked her to boil the eggs in a pan of water. 

“Don’t tell me how to cook,” she told me. “Eat it my way or go somewhere else.” 

That pissed me off. 

The second issue was Sea Tac airport’s proposal for an additional runway. The port 

authority looked at three options for locating another hundred-acre landing strip:  

1. Moses Lake in the desert east of the 

mountains with a bullet train for the 

hundred-mile sprint to catch a con-

necting flight. 

2. Bremerton to Sea Tac via 

     a fast boat. 



3. Sea Tac to Stanwood using 

    a high speed bus 

It was a heated topic at the breakfast tables and bars. I treasured my tiny cabin with 

a view of Olympic Mountain sunsets from my hot tub at the edge of a cliff and ea-

gles who nested in my trees. That environment was not conducive with low-flying 

commercial air traffic. Twenty sketches filled an artist’s notebook in a weekend, 

views of the Mesolithic tarmac as it swallows a peaceful coastal farm town. He-

len’s Kitchen was in the path of an errant 747—twice. I linked Helen’s Kitchen to 

Stanwood Redi-Mix, a local concrete plant, as the food service to the Stanwood 

Concourse. I took out Dale Chihuly with a Boeing 737 as he stood by the porch rail 

at the Pilchuck Glass School east of town. I crashed a commercial aircraft into Jack 

Gunter, with three naked women in his cliffside hot tub, a Stickley chair in the 

yard. The local antique shop was clobbered in a three-panel sequence.      

My mail-out invites to the Stanwood art exhibit titled “The Last Time They Saw 

Helen’s Kitchen” included a peel-and-stick luggage tag to sign and attach to a suit-

case carried to the opening. The tags ended up in a hat for one to win a thousand-



dollar painting. The envelope also contained the template for making a paper air-

plane with dotted lines for cuts and dashes for folding. In the row of windows 

printed on the heavy paper sheet, a string of interesting passengers looked out, one 

without her shirt. The date of the opening was printed on the plane. (Thanks, Dad.)  

When assembled, the paper advertisement was designed to fail. Every flight ended 

in a nose dive to the ground. That was the point. 

The opening, in a small coastal town sixty miles north of the city of Seattle, was a 

blockbuster. One hundred fifty suitcases became an impromptu art piece, piled in 



the middle of the room. Eighty decibels of aircraft carrier landings and takeoffs 

made conversation difficult. That was the point, again.  


